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Xora Makes it Easy to Deliver Excellent Service
To the builders of construction projects, time is money and completing a job on time
and on budget depends on superior planning and scheduling. But while schedules
and plans are critical to a project’s success, plans and schedules don’t build things:
people do. With Xora, you can make short work of managing a workforce that
spends most of its time on job sites or traveling between them.
However, managing a workforce that works directly with these customers creates
many challenges such as tracking payroll, time spent on specific jobs managing
fuel and mileage expenses and capturing proof for services provided.

We save up to $200,000 a year by using Xora to reduce our payroll and
mileage related expenses.
Paula Wiens, Controller, R&J Construction

Xora Helps Field Service Organizations
Estimate Job Cost and Budgeting
Track how long a worker spends on a specific task or job. Analyze job activity and improve budgeting accuracy
to ensure future projects bids are profitable.

Provide Proof of Service
Document when a job is completed with GPS location services. Analyze time and costs per job with automated
reports utilizing captured time stamps for customer appointments, billable job activity and job specific details.

Accurately Track and Manage Payroll
Enable workers to record their daily time with their mobile device, eliminating the need for paper-based
timesheets and manual data processing. Record time spent at a specific location as well the travel time

Employees
are making
better
decisions and
reporting their activities
more precisely and
accurately. In just the
first year of using Xora,
our profitability jumped
50% without making
any other changes to
the business.
Cathy Hartman, Customer
Care Manager, Accent Building
Restoration

between locations, reducing payroll and overtime expenses and increasing employee productivity.

Document Employee Safety
Utilize mobile forms allowing workers to document accidents as they happen with their mobile device, ensuring
the effective management of workman’s compensation claims and expenses.

Reduce Mileage and Fuel Expenses
Reduce fuel expenses by analyzing worker’s routes to accurately track and help ensure the appropriate usage
of company vehicles. Decrease mileage expenses by enabling workers to accurately record their mileage on
their mobile device, which can be validated with GPS locations services.
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Xora Makes it Easy to Stay Focused on Customer Needs
Gain visibility. Reduce costs. Increase productivity.
Xora’s Solution

Cloud-Based Management

The Xora Mobile App can be easily downloaded to your worker’s
mobile device. Once activated, the Mobile App turns the device into

Back Office
Integration

Mobile App

a productivity tool enabling them to record work hours, access daily
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assignments and collect information.
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Office employees are able to connect with their mobile employees
through a web-based Management Application giving them greater
visibility and management of activities occurring in the field.

Mobile Employees:
Use handheld devices to send
location, time, and job data to
in-house staff.

Business & Finance:
Exchange or connect to data
to automate processes and
analyze trends.

Operations & Dispatch:
Access real-time and historical
information to monitor and
optimize operations.

Key Features
GPS Location Services

Mobile Forms

You can see the location of every mobile employee on a Google

Employees can enter critical visit information on their mobile

Map. Drill down by individuals to see where they have been, how

device with Xora’s configurable Mobile Forms. Typical forms used

long they have been there, the route they have driven and where

include visitor surveys and conditions reports and they have the

they are now. Use this information to optimize service routes and

ability to collect signatures and capture photos.

reduce fuel expenses.

Mobile Jobs

Mobile Timesheets

Employees can see their assignments for the day on their

Employees can record daily hours and breaks with the Mobile

mobile device. They can review the details and see the locations

Timesheets application on their mobile device. This information

with Google Maps. Additionally, they can create their own

can be pulled from Xora and integrated into your existing Payroll

assignments and receive updates throughout the day.

system significantly reducing the costs associated with manual
data entry and processing.

Real-Time Alerts
Real time alerts can be emailed to administrators keeping
them informed of key events occurring in the field. Alerts can
be set up for items including visit or delivery confirmation or to
notify an administrator if too much time has been spent at a
specific location.

Automated Reports
Xora captures a tremendous amount of data, which can be
delivered how and when you want enabling you to analyze
performance and optimize results. Plus, Xora data can be
integrated into your other office systems like CRM and payroll.

Xora can be up and running in days not months, with no
hardware investments, for under $1 per day per user.

Xora is a global leader in mobile workforce management. Our flagship product is a suite of configurable mobile apps
and a web-based management application that help mobile businesses and their field employees work smarter and faster.
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